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Tone categories are regarded as early established among Mandarin-native children [1]. However, 
tone productions involve complex acoustic characteristics. Children take more than five years to 
refine their tonal characteristics in the time domain (i.e., pitch and duration [2,3]) and more than 
ten years in the spectral domain (i.e., voice quality [4]). These nuanced characteristics in tone 
productions contribute to listeners’ tone identification [4-6]. However, these have barely been 
researched among second language (L2) learners [7], especially child learners. Research among 
child learners allows us to observe L2 phonetic learning in progress, which is influenced by the L2 
speech input across contexts [8].  

The current study addresses two research questions: (1) How do the multidimensional acoustic 
characteristics of child Mandarin learners’ tone productions influence listeners’ tone identification? 
(2) How is child learners’ production of tonal characteristics related to language experiences at 
home and at school? The study concerns a unique population of students in Chinese bilingual 
education programs in Canada. We hypothesize that (1) children utilize both time- and spectral-
domain characteristics in tone productions, and (2) children with more input at home and school 
utilize acoustic characteristics more effectively, which facilitates listeners’ tone identification. 

Participants included 82 students in grades 1, 3, and 5 at Chinese bilingual schools in Canada 
and 12 Chinese teachers at the same schools. Students were divided into two groups based on home 
language histories, 38 heritage language (HL) speakers with early Mandarin input (NGrade1 = 15, 
NGrade3 = 11, NGrade5 = 12) and 44 L2 learners from English-speaking households (NGrade1 = 16, 
NGrade3 = 14, NGrade5 = 14). Productions of 32 monosyllabic words that involved the four Mandarin 
tones were elicited [1,9]. Speech samples were transcribed by four native speakers, and tone 
boundaries were labeled [2]. More than 50 acoustic measures were extracted using ProsodyPro 
[10], including time-domain measures such as mean fundamental frequency (f0), f0 excursion 
(range), and duration and spectral-domain measures such as cepstral peak prominence (cpp) and 
harmonicity. F0 values were modeled with a second-order polynomial function using numpy [11], 
the first- and second-order coefficients representing the slope and curvature of the f0 contour, 
respectively [3]. Acoustic characteristics of bilingual children’s tone productions were used to 
predict listeners’ tone identification using randomForest [12]. If acoustic measures explained a 
large amount of variance in tone identification, it would be interpreted that children utilized these 
acoustic characteristics effectively, which facilitated listeners to take these acoustic cues for their 
tone identification. 

Variances explained differed across domains and speaker groups (Table 1). Time-domain 
characteristics explained more variances than spectral-domain. More variances were explained for 
HL’s productions than L2 and for students in higher grades. However, the variances explained in 
students’ productions never approached the teachers’ productions. The top three characteristics that 
served as the most important cues for listeners’ tone identification were identified for each tone 
across speaker groups (Figure 1). Listeners relied on category-specific cues to identify tones 
produced by bilingual children. For example, the identification of Tone 1 (high-level tone) relied 
on excursion, minimal f0, and harmonicity (i.e., small pitch range, high pitch, and modal phonation). 
The cues for each tone were similar across speaker groups, although listeners relied on different 
cues to identify Tone 2 produced by L2 (i.e., location of maximum instead of minimum f0). 

This study is among the first to address the linkages between child learners’ tone productions 
and listeners’ perception of such productions, as well as their association with learners’ language 
experiences. Results suggest that acoustic characteristics of tones take years to be refined even for 
school-aged learners, which is in line with the evidence among younger monolingual Mandarin 
speakers [2-4]. When identifying Mandarin tones produced by bilingual children, listeners rely 
more on time-domain cues while integrating spectral cues, which indicates that the acquisition and 
production of time-domain tonal characteristics are more important for bilingual learners. Results 
also demonstrate the positive effects of both home and school input on students’ production of 
tonal characteristics, which suggests a life-long development of bilingual speech [6].  



Table 1. Variances in listeners’ tone identification explained by time-domain and spectral-domain tonal characteristics 

produced by speakers from different language backgrounds and grade levels. 

% Variance 

explained 

HL L2 

Time-

domain cues 

Spectral-

domain cues 

Combined 

cues 

Time-

domain cues 

Spectral-

domain cues 

Combined 

cues 

Teacher 74.37 50.27 73.52    

Grade 1 35.86 18.41 33.17 15.47 9.62 18.14 

Grade 3 51.46 29.43 52.45 18.18 9.57 20.40 

Grade 5 55.20 35.19 55.27 24.42 16.15 26.77 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. The three most important acoustic characteristics for listeners’ identification of each tone produced by 

teachers, HL students, and L2 students. 
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